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About This Game

Rainbow Cult is a satirical office environment where each floor is based off a real-life event or controversy.

Gameplay

There are 13 basic enemy types, one is added every level you go up.

Even though it's single player, the combat often resembles an MMO more than any single-player genre, although it isn't grindy
like an MMO. The way you pull and aggro enemies and use crowd control to avoid damage should feel familiar, but

RainbowCult ratchets up the pace much higher.

You can throw three basic spells, but these also can be combined in six different ways to make important utility spells that add a
lot of variety to the gameplay.

Bosses

The boss fights could be described as a puzzle, much in the same way that MMO boss fights are a puzzle - you have a limited set
of mechanics and you have to figure out how to apply them to the encounter.

These 13 bosses each have 3 difficulty levels, which add new mechanics to the boss to make the fight more dynamic and
challenging, training you for the final NG++ encounter. There aren't quick-time-events or glowing weak spots. Just you, a
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handful of spells, and your wits.

Can't figure out one of the boss fights? Skip it and come back later when you realize what you were doing wrong!

Multiple endings

Each of the three difficulties has a unique cutscene at the end, rewarding you for beating all 13 of the bosses.

Game length

Based on our testing we estimate it should take at least 8 hours to beat all 39 encounters and see all of the endings, but a typical
player will probably spend 12-16 hours, since you won't know the enemies or the boss fight mechanics on your first

playthrough.

Highlights recap

Battle your way through 13 floors of the Ogle offices, fighting a variety of enemies

Each floor has a boss and an optional hero to help make the boss encounter easier

Fight the 13 bosses in any order, but beware, higher floors have harder basic enemies

Every boss has two additional hard modes to unlock, each giving the boss extra abilities

Three unique endings, one for each difficulty
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It's a unique space game based on social relationships. You can befriend people to get better deals (make sure you befriend your
banker if you take a loan, it's a big difference) and even borrow ships if they like you enough. If you happen to have a rich
family member and you can get on their good side you might be able to borrow a nice ship. You can get jobs, take on missions,
and apparently even run for public office - my current char wants to be president, a big dream for a very modest start.

My current character was the result of an affair between two married people. His dad wants nothing to do with him, his mom is
on the other end of the solar system and also wants nothing to do with him. Both of them are unreliable. The only person who
gives a crap about him at the start is his half sister who lives nearby, but she's a broke factory worker with no ship or influence.
So he had to take a loan to rent a starting clunker ship and another loan to buy some valuable cargo. Flying blindly into space to
find a place to make a profit, he lucked onto a good trade route and soon faced the option to buy his current ship outright, or
rent a bigger ship for an exhorbitant amount per day. I went with purchasing the clunker and went off to explore with my
newfound rent-free freedom.

 A bit rough around the edges, but it certainly has potential to be a lot of fun with post-release polish.

I don't know if I would have released it in its current state, but despite the issues I find myself strangely drawn to its gameplay. I
find myself playing it even with a nasty bug I'm experiencing that makes it difficult to move around in space (due to be fixed
tomorrow, according to the very responsive developer).

In short, it's unique. A rough gem.

-Update- The bug with space flight, among many others, was fixed as promised.. MODULE: MiG-15Bis
NATO CODENAME: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
INTERFACE: full-fidelity(that means clickable)
ERA: Korean war
WEAPONS: 2 NR-23 23mm cannons & 1 N-37 37mm cannon plus unguided bombs and rockets
HANDLING: constanly pulls up, will fly in a loop if left uncontrolled. This is a LIMBO rip-off but is worse in almost every
regard - except the graphics.
But is has some new features: minigames and rescue all "Mudokons".
I do not recommend it but I would say it is playable to some people.
But these aren't necessarily the same who liked LIMBO.
Every inch you progress is a trial-and-error death trap with lots of hidden rooms covered in darkness.
You won't make a lot of informed choices, instead it's more about memorization and execution.
LIMBO on the other hand is about unique situations and set pieces and creates more atmosphere - therefore it's more
memorable. Toby is not. The overall direction is uninspired.. Great game, highly recommended!. It's good content at a bad
price. Get it while it's on sale.
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This DLC managed to both be fantastic and underwhelming at the same time, how? It is simple, the character is fantastic, but
the challange maps are abysmal, and instead of the full story we where promised, all we get is a challenge campaingn that
features these maps.

Let me break it all down for you:

The maps:

Togurake-Ryu:
A somewhat difficult combat challenge that consists of four waves of enemies, the only new map that I would consider to be
"good".

Shinobi-Iri:
A predator challenge that is passable, barely.

Taijutsu:
A two wave combat challenge that has the EXACT same layout of Togurake-Ryu, just different enemy patterns.

Boryaku:
An ABYSMAL predator challenge that you shouldn't even bother with.

Seishinteki Kyoyo:
A two wave combat challenge that has enemy patterns that are more obnoxious to deal with than anything else, and a p*ss-poor
Lady Shiva fight cramed in.

The character:

Initiation Bruce Wayne is the fastest moving character in Arkham Origins (and my favorite), and has the unique distinction of
not having to deal with the thugs being notified whenever you take someone out in predator maps. (other than the ones added in
the DLC.)

His combos:

Special combo takedown:

Same as it is for any other character.

Shuriken barrage:

Activated by pressing the same set of buttons as you would for the Bat-Swarm, (as Batman) you throw out a Barrage of shuriken
that stun any enemies hit, and (If enough enemies are in range of the attack) three caltrops.

His gadgets:

Shuriken:

Identical to the Batarang, exept you throw two at once.

Caltrops:

The same as the ones used by Catwoman in Arkham City.

Grapple Hook:

Robin's Zip-Kick.
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Kujiki Bomb:

If quickfired during combat, this gadget acts as an alternative to the Multi-Ground Takedown combo, however, in predator
maps, it functions as a cloaking device, allowing the player temporary invisiblity.

Smoke Bomb:

It is a smoke bomb, this one doesn't really need explaining.

8.5\/10. Tried it several times and each time I play it makes mistakes on the rules...probably game bugs, Very annoying. It's a
great physical board game so I keep trying to play the application, but I keep getting bugs. I'll probably try again in a few
weeks...wish it just worked and got everything right.

Boardgaming since 1982! :). Incredibly heavy-handed and unsubtle. Left a sour taste in my mouth due to this and the
accompanying problem of being extremely narrow in vision and narratively unfinished.. I love point and click adventure games
but what the heck did I just play? I admit I read some of the reviews and thought people were just making up everything that
was said but nope now I understand.

- Very short game over in like 10 minutes if that
- Naked lizard people
- Human kissing and tickling naked lizard woman and her child, yes AND her child!
- Strange naked lizard doctor who is clearly stuck in the 70's.

I wouldn't bother playing this game unless you got it for free and is into disturbing behavior.. Only problem is their terrain mode
only. I do however love this DLC, it adds some nice flavour.. Pros:
-Pretty graphics
-Good physics
-Decent controls
-Good price for what it is

Cons:
-Not enough levels
-Some of the levels are extremely unfair if you don't follow the gimmick (like the one you need to jump in the wall then stop
before you fall off). I think if you essentially MUST trickshot to get a par at the most, that's just overkill, which goes into my
next con:
-No practice mode (Whenever I make a silly mistake I have to restart all over)
-Ball color keeps changing to a random color
-Course creator is ultra buggy. Things will disappear, things will refuse to delete\/be selected, so I constantly have to restart.
-CC has no essential tools, like standard walls? Copypasting the generic cube prop isn't very user friendly

Price is reasonable for the game as a whole, but there are plenty of better things i can do with that cash. I'd like to enjoy
multiplayer in this too, but I feel the same irritations will occur when playing with a buddy. If anyone is searching for a straight-
forward, forgiving, and chill golf\/putt game, I can't say this is it.

Edit: Appreciate the response. I would like to see this play a lot better, the fact it's still currently being updated is good.. I refuse
to play this game without a hot cup of tea, dim lights, headphones, and some incense burning. This unique adventure will take
you for a ride with some beautifully executed pixel environments, a soothing soundtrack, and an interesting story. Yet another
game that I've found to be absolutely theraputic. An excellent adventure to tackle one episode at a time at the end of each
stressful day.. CA logic...\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665we forgot to add this
faction(s),\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it we just make an DLC out of it. Parallax is visually stunning, and every level
looks amazing. But the gameplay doesn't hold up.

The puzzles never really increase in challenge, instead increasing only in complexity, walking distance, or level of distraction.
Additionally, many of the mechanics introduced later in the game are player-hostile, such as the laser walls (which are
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functionally identical to normal walls, but deadly) and the gravity changing (which, like the game Disoriented, only serve to
obscure otherwise simple puzzles for the sake of confusion). In some cases there are even pointless moving laser walls that make
you time your movement for no reason.

It seems like the dev didn't want to ever have a ramp with a drop to act as a one-way path, instead opting for moving laser walls
or other laborious workarounds. While they look cool, they're very annoying to walk through as they are not traveling at the
same speed as your walking speed. There are also many objects in the game that move back and forth, but every instance I saw
could be replaced by non-moving elements with a path to walk around to the other side. This means you just have to wait for
things to be in the right position or time your movements.

The player hitbox is also a problem, as it is the default pill body shape with a sphere for feet. The platforms are very narrow, so
getting even slightly close to the egde results in the physics of the player collision model slipping you off the edge. I fell off of
platforms constantly as a result. Simply changing the player hitbox to a cylinder instead would alleviate this problem.

A few of the puzzles were decent, but most were held back by the intentionally complex or confusing design surrounding
otherwise decent puzzles. Ultimately I'm not convinced the game's spectacular look is worth the sacrifice in map quality.
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